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A tour de force of historical reportage, America’s Bank
illuminates the tumultuous era and remarkable
personalities that spurred the unlikely birth of America’s
modern central bank, the Federal Reserve. Today, the
Fed is the bedrock of the financial landscape, yet the
fight to create it was so protracted and divisive that it
seems a small miracle that it was ever established. For
nearly a century, America, alone among developed
nations, refused to consider any central or organizing
agency in its financial system. Americans’ mistrust of big
government and of big banks—a legacy of the country’s
Jeffersonian, small-government traditions—was so
widespread that modernizing reform was deemed
impossible. Each bank was left to stand on its own, with
no central reserve or lender of last resort. The real-world
consequences of this chaotic and provincial system were
frequent financial panics, bank runs, money shortages,
and depressions. By the first decade of the twentieth
century, it had become plain that the outmoded banking
system was ill equipped to finance America’s
burgeoning industry. But political will for reform was
lacking. It took an economic meltdown, a high-level tour
of Europe, and—improbably—a conspiratorial effort by
vilified captains of Wall Street to overcome popular
resistance. Finally, in 1913, Congress conceived a
federalist and quintessentially American solution to the
conflict that had divided bankers, farmers, populists, and
ordinary Americans, and enacted the landmark Federal
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Reserve Act. Roger Lowenstein—acclaimed financial
journalist and bestselling author of When Genius Failed
and The End of Wall Street—tells the drama-laden story
of how America created the Federal Reserve, thereby
taking its first steps onto the world stage as a global
financial power. America’s Bank showcases Lowenstein
at his very finest: illuminating complex financial and
political issues with striking clarity, infusing the debates
of our past with all the gripping immediacy of today, and
painting unforgettable portraits of Gilded Age bankers,
presidents, and politicians. Lowenstein focuses on the
four men at the heart of the struggle to create the
Federal Reserve. These were Paul Warburg, a refined,
German-born financier, recently relocated to New York,
who was horrified by the primitive condition of America’s
finances; Rhode Island’s Nelson W. Aldrich, the reigning
power broker in the U.S. Senate and an archetypal
Gilded Age legislator; Carter Glass, the ambitious, if then
little-known, Virginia congressman who chaired the
House Banking Committee at a crucial moment of
political transition; and President Woodrow Wilson, the
academician-turned-progressive-politician who forced
Glass to reconcile his deep-seated differences with
bankers and accept the principle (anathema to southern
Democrats) of federal control. Weaving together a
raucous era in American politics with a storied financial
crisis and intrigue at the highest levels of Washington
and Wall Street, Lowenstein brings the beginnings of one
of the country’s most crucial institutions to vivid and
unforgettable life. Readers of this gripping historical
narrative will wonder whether they’re reading about one
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hundred years ago or the still-seething conflicts that
mark our discussions of banking and politics today.
The book is divided into several sections covering
Warren Buffett's personal business management: .
Managing one's life - focuses on Buffett's insistence on a
good education, picking one's heroes early in life, and
staying away from things that damage you personally.
The authors also discuss Buffett's belief that challenges
make life interesting. . Managing One's Career - Buffett
believes that you should work at something that you are
passionate about. Do what you like and you will find a
way to make money. Do what you hate and you will be
miserable even if you are rich. . Managing Employees -
place honesty on the same level as intelligence as a
managerial attribute. How to keep managers inspired
and working hard. . Managing the Business - Buffett has
learned that companies that have a durable competitive
advantage over their competitors consistently earn more
money year after year and are the easiest to manage. .
Managing of Personal Money - discover the simple rules
that Buffett uses for buying other businesses and how he
has incorporated them into his own personal investment
style.
Warren Buffett is the most famous investor of all time
and one of today’s most admired business leaders. He
became a billionaire and investment sage by looking at
companies as businesses rather than prices on a stock
screen. The first two editions of The Warren Buffett Way
gave investors their first in-depth look at the innovative
investment and business strategies behind Buffett’s
spectacular success. The new edition updates readers
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on the latest investments by Buffett. And, more
importantly, it draws on the new field of behavioral
finance to explain how investors can overcome the
common obstacles that prevent them from investing like
Buffett. New material includes: How to think like a long-
term investor – just like Buffett Why “loss aversion”, the
tendency of most investors to overweight the pain of
losing money, is one of the biggest obstacles that
investors must overcome. Why behaving rationally in the
face of the ups and downs of the market has been the
key to Buffett’s investing success Analysis of Buffett’s
recent acquisition of H.J. Heinz and his investment in
IBM stock The greatest challenge to emulating Buffett is
not in the selection of the right stocks, Hagstrom writes,
but in having the fortitude to stick with sound investments
in the face of economic and market uncertainty. The new
edition explains the psychological foundations of
Buffett’s approach, thus giving readers the best
roadmap yet for mastering both the principles and
behaviors that have made Buffett the greatest investor of
our generation.
Do you want learn how to invest like Warren Buffett?This
book offers an introduction to Buffett, his business
success and the lessons that we can learn from him.
This is not a text book nor a biography, but more of a
cheat sheet for reading on the bus or in the bathroom, so
that you can pick out the most significant points without
having to carry around a bag of weighty tomes. You can
read it all in one sitting, or look up specific case studies
as and when you are looking for inspiration or direction.
You will learn the most significant skills and qualities that
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made him the most successful investor ever, plus some
of his greatest investing tips.
A $10,000 investment in Warren Buffett's original 1956
portfolio would today be worth a staggering $250 million
... after taxes! What are his investing secrets? How to
Pick Stocks Like Warren Buffett contains the answers
and shows, step-by-profitable-step, how any investor can
follow Buffett's path to consistently find bargains in all
markets: up, down, or sideways. How to Pick Stocks Like
Warren Buffett sticks to the basics: how Buffett
continually finds bargain stocks passed over by others.
Written by an actual financial analyst who uses Buffett's
strategies professionally, this tactical how-to book
includes: Comprehensive financial tools and information
Strategy-packed "Buffett in action" boxes Buffett's own
stock portfoliocontinually updated on the author's
website!
To keep his best talents motivated, he follows some
basic rules. Top managers are free to take all business
decisions. He has liberal incentive schemes to reward
those who perform well. Whereas many of the
companies provide incentives to their employees based
on overall performance of the company, Warren Buffet
prefers incentives to be directly linked to the business or
section that is separately operated by a manager. He
keeps these incentives based on return on invested
capital, that is his primary yardstick, instead of increase
in sales or growth in profits.
An alternate history account of the Korean War is set in
the aftermath of General MacArthur's decision to drop
nuclear bombs on Manchurian cities.
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"Everyone knows Warren is the greatest investor of our
time. . . .This book for the first time captures his genius
as a manager." —Jack Welch The first book to reveal the
investment and management strategies of the Berkshire
Hathaway all-star management team. Much has been
written about Warren Buffett and his investment
philosophy; little has been made public about the inside
management of Berkshire Hathaway. With a market cap
exceeding 100 billion , Berkshire Hathaway has a market
value surpassing many icons of American business such
as Dell, AT&T, Disney, Ford, Gillette, American Express,
and GM. Drawing on his personal experiences as well as
those of Berkshire's chief executives, officers, and
directors interviewed for this book, Berkshire insider
Robert P. Miles provides a unique look at the Berkshire
Hathaway culture and its management principles.
Now revised and updated by the author, "Buffett"
draws on three years of unprecedented access to
Buffett's family, friends, and colleagues to provide
the definitive inside account of the life and career of
this American original.
Praise for Damn Right! From the author of the
bestselling WARREN BUFFETT SPEAKS. . .
"Charlie Munger, whose reputation is deep and wide,
based on an extraordinary record of brilliantly
successful business strategies, sees things that
others don't. There is a method to his mastery and,
through this book, we get a chance to learn about
this rare individual." -MICHAEL EISNER, Chairman
and CEO, The Walt Disney Company "Janet Lowe
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uncovers the iconoclastic genius and subtle charm
behind Charlie Munger's curmudgeonly facade in
this richly woven portrait of our era's heir to Ben
Franklin. With a biographer's detachment, an
historian's thoroughness, and a financial writer's
common sense, Lowe produces a riveting account of
the family, personal, and business life of the
idiosyncratically complex and endlessly fascinating
figure." -LAWRENCE CUNNINGHAM, Cardozo Law
School, Author of The Essays of Warren Buffett:
Lessons for Corporate America "For years, Berkshire
Hathaway shareholders and investors worldwide (me
included) have struggled to learn more about Warren
Buffett's cerebral sidekick. Now we can rest and
enjoy reading Janet Lowe's book about this rare
intellectual jewel called Charlie Munger." -ROBERT
G. HAGSTROM, Author of The Warren Buffett Way
"Charlie has lived by the creed that one should live a
life that doesn't need explaining. But his life should
be explained. In a city where heroism is too often
confused with celebrity, Charlie is a true hero and
mentor. He lives the life lessons that he has
studiously extracted from other true heroes and
mentors, from Ben Franklin to Ben Graham. This
book illuminates those life lessons." -RONALD L.
OLSON, Munger, Tolles & Olson llp "Janet Lowe's
unprecedented access to Charlie Munger and
Warren Buffett has resulted in a first-class book that
investors, academics, and CEOs will find
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entertaining and highly useful."-TIMOTHY P. VICK,
Money Manager and Author of How to Pick Stocks
Like Warren Buffett
Offers case studies and exercises for examining,
adapting, and implementing Warren Buffett's
investment strategies
In the third edition of this international best seller,
Lawrence Cunningham brings you the latest wisdom
from Warren Buffett’s annual letters to Berkshire
Hathaway shareholders. New material addresses:
the financial crisis and its continuing implications for
investors, managers and society; the housing bubble
at the bottom of that crisis; the debt and derivatives
excesses that fueled the crisis and how to deal with
them; controlling risk and protecting reputation in
corporate governance; Berkshire’s acquisition and
operation of Burlington Northern Santa Fe; the role
of oversight in heavily regulated industries;
investment possibilities today; and weaknesses of
popular option valuation models. Some other
material has been rearranged to deepen the themes
and lessons that the collection has always produced:
Buffett’s “owner-related business principles” are in
the prologue as a separate subject and valuation
and accounting topics are spread over four instead
of two sections and reordered to sharpen their
payoff. Media coverage is available at the following
links: Interviews/Podcasts: Motley Fool, click here.
Money, Riches and Wealth, click here. Manual of
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Ideas, click here. Corporate Counsel, click here.
Reviews: William J. Taylor, ABA Banking Journal,
click here. Bob Morris, Blogging on Business, click
here. Pamela Holmes, Saturday Evening Post, click
here. Kevin M. LaCroix, D&O Diary, click here. Blog
Posts: On Finance issues (Columbia University),
click here. On Berkshire post-Buffett (Manual of
Ideas), click here. On Publishing the book (Value
Walk), click here. On Governance issues (Harvard
University blog), click here. Featured
Stories/Recommended Reading: Motley Fool, click
here. Stock Market Blog, click here. Motley Fool
Interviews with LAC at Berkshire's 2013 Annual
Meeting Berkshire Businesses: Vastly Different,
Same DNA, click here. Is Berkshire's Fat Wallet an
Enemy to Its Success?, click here. Post-Buffett
Berkshire: Same Question, Same Answer, click
here. How a Disciplined Value Approach Works
Across the Decades, click here. Through the Years:
Constant Themes in Buffett's Letters, click here.
Buffett's Single Greatest Accomplishment, click here.
Where Buffett Is Finding Moats These Days, click
here. How Buffett Has Changed Through the Years,
click here. Speculating on Buffett's Next Acquisition,
click here. Buffett Says “Chief Risk Officers” Are a
Terrible Mistake, click here. Berkshire Without
Buffett, click here.
"The Aggressive Conservative Investor will never go
out of date. Regulation, disclosure, and other things
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may change, but the general approach and mindset
to successful investing are timeless. Read this book
and you will learn the rudiments of 'safe and cheap'
investing. An essential read for every amateur and
professional investor." --Stan Garstka, Deputy Dean
& Professor in the Practice of Faculty &
Management, Yale School of Management "Security
analysis toward both better odds and higher long-
term payoff: A readable, authoritative guide."
--Professor Bill Baumol, New York University "In
reading this book, one is struck by the simplicity of
the ideas and the dependence of the investor on his
own understandings of reality as opposed to the
myths on the street. The updated version of this
1979 classic incorporates all the modern financial
engineering that has occurred as a product of the
late 20th century, and the new methodologies refine
your abilities to measure risk but don't change the
fundamentals of value. The updated version of The
Aggressive Conservative Investor is very much a
value-added proposition." --Sam Zell, Chairman,
Equity Group Investment LLC "I concur with those
people who regard Marty Whitman as the 'Dean of
Value Investing.' This book is a must-read for
everyone interested in understanding the art of
investing." --Melvin T. Stith, Dean, Whitman School
of Management, Syracuse University This no-holds-
barred presentation of one of the most successful
investment strategies of all time -- value investing in
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distressed securities/companie -- shows you how to
analyze and evaluate stocks just like controlling
owners. Based on the assumption that stock price
rarely reflects real value, authors Whitman and
Shubik use numerous case studies to present risk-
minimizing methods that also provide high rewards.
Still relevant today, this classic work includes a new
introduction discussing the dramatic changes that
have taken place in the value investing world since
its first publication in 1979.
Charlie Munger, Berkshire Hathaway's visionary vice
chairman and Warren Buffett's indispensable
financial partner, has outperformed market indexes
again and again, and he believes any investor can
do the same. His notion of "elementary, worldly
wisdom"—a set of interdisciplinary mental models
involving economics, business, psychology, ethics,
and management—allows him to keep his emotions
out of his investments and avoid the common pitfalls
of bad judgment. Munger's system has steered his
investments for forty years and has guided
generations of successful investors. This book
presents the essential steps of Munger's investing
strategy, condensed here for the first time from
interviews, speeches, writings, and shareholder
letters, and paired with commentary from fund
managers, value investors, and business-case
historians. Derived from Ben Graham's value-
investing system, Munger's approach is
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straightforward enough that ordinary investors can
apply it to their portfolios. This book is not simply
about investing. It is about cultivating mental models
for your whole life, but especially for your
investments.
Warren Buffett was born on August 30, 1930, to
Howard and Leila Buffett in Omaha Nebraska.
Warren came from a prestigious line of Buffetts that
had resided in Omaha for seven consecutive
generations. Warren's grandfather operated a
grocery store starting in 1869, and Warren's father
dabbled in stocks. Because Howard Buffett was a
stockbroker and congressman, Warren was
saturated with financial knowledge and terms from a
young age. A stay-at-home mom, Leila provided two
siblings for Buffett; both were girls. Many friends of
Warren fondly recall his ability to compute huge
columns of numbers with only his mind. Coupling
this with Warren's home environment, family and
friends knew it was only a matter of time before
Warren would delve into the world of financial risk
and success. Warren exhibited his entrepreneurial
prowess at the age of six when he bought six
cartons of Coca-Cola from his grandpa at the price
of twenty-five cents apiece and promptly sold the
individual bottles for five cents, making a five-cent
profit on every carton. As the world encouraged
children to play on the playground or to go have fun,
Warren busied himself in making money and testing
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the murky waters of risk. Warren's life took a
dramatic turn when he was five, however. After his
father came home one night and announced to the
family that the bank where he was employed was
closing, Warren's family became very poor. The
infamous Great Depression had snaked its way to
Nebraska, devastating anything in its path. Warren's
grandfather helped Warren's father out by sending
him money each month, but it was a while before
Howard was employed again.
A collection of the inspiring words and wisdom from
America's favorite businessman that reveal his
secrets of success from the bestselling authors of
Buffettology and The New Buffettology. Like the
sayings of the ancient Chinese philosopher Lao-tzu,
Warren Buffett's worldly wisdom is deceptively
simple and enormously powerful in application. In
The Tao of Warren Buffett, Mary Buffett—author of
three books on Warren Buffett's investment
methods—joins noted Buffettologist and international
lecturer David Clark to bring you Warren Buffett's
smartest, funniest, and most memorable sayings
with an eye toward revealing the life philosophy and
the investment strategies that have made Warren
Buffett, and the shareholders of Berkshire Hathaway,
so enormously wealthy. Warren Buffett's investment
achievements are unparalleled. He owes his
success to hard work, integrity, and that most elusive
commodity of all, common sense. The quotations in
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this book exemplify Warren's practical strategies and
provide useful illustrations for every investor—large or
small—and models everyone can follow. The quotes
are culled from a variety of sources, including
personal conversations, corporate reports, profiles,
and interviews. The authors provide short
explanations for each quote and use examples from
Buffett's own business transactions whenever
possible to illustrate his words at work. As Warren
says: "You should invest in a business that even a
fool can run, because someday a fool will." "No
matter how great the talent or effort, some things just
take time: You can't produce a baby in one month by
getting nine women pregnant." "Our method is very
simple. We just try to buy businesses with good-to-
superb underlying economics run by honest and able
people and buy them at sensible prices. That's all I'm
trying to do." The Tao of Warren Buffett inspires,
amuses, sharpens the mind, and offers priceless
investment savvy that anyone can take to the bank.
This irresistibly browsable and entertaining book is
destined to become a classic.
BuffettThe Making of an American CapitalistRandom House
With an insider's view of the mind of the master, Mary Buffett
and David Clark have written a simple guide for reading
financial statements from Buffett's successful perspective.
They clearly outline Warren Buffett's strategies in a way that
will appeal to newcomers and seasoned Buffettologists alike.
Inspired by the seminal work of Buffett's mentor, Benjamin
Graham, this book presents Buffett's interpretation of financial
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statements with anecdotes and quotes from the master
investor himself. Destined to become a classic in the world of
investment books, Warren Buffett and the Interpretation of
Financial Statements is the perfect companion volume to The
New Buffettology and The Tao of Warren Buffett.
The definitive work concerning Warren Buffett and intelligent
investment philosophy, this is a collection of Buffett's letters to
the shareholders of Berkshire Hathaway written over the past
few decades that together furnish an enormously valuable
informal education. The letters distill in plain words all the
basic principles of sound business practices. They are
arranged and introduced by a leading apostle of the "value"
school and noted scholar, Lawrence Cunningham.What's new
in the second edition? This new edition has extensive
additional content that highlights topics of vital national or
international significance, including: - the proliferation of stock
option compensation and excessive CEO pay; - Berkshire?s
shareholder-designated contribution program and the
controversy over the abortion issue that led to its termination;
- the explosion of derivative financial instruments and related
perils and how Berkshire dealt with managing a sizable
portfolio of them after buying Gen Re; - the dramatic increase
in foreign currency trading in the past five years along with
the astonishing growth in the US trade deficit; - management
succession at Berkshire Hathaway as Mr. Buffett ages; -
commentary on his philanthropic thinking in giving his entire
fortune to charities; and - the fairness and other matters
concerning taxation of corporations.Here in one place are the
priceless pearls of business and investment wisdom, woven
into a delightful narrative on the major topics concerning both
managers and investors. These timeless lessons are useful to
members of a wide range of professions, including law,
accounting, finance and management, and provide rich
teaching materials for courses in those fields.
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First published in 1936, One Thousand Ways to Make $1000
is the long out-of-print book that Warren Buffett's biographers
credit with shaping the legendary investor's business acumen
and giving him his trademark appreciation of compound
interest. After pulling a copy of One Thousand Ways off a
library shelf at age eleven and devouring F.C. Minaker's
plucky and practical business advice, Buffett declared that he
would be a millionaire by the time he was 35. Written in the
immediate, conversational style of Dale Carnegie's How to
Win Friends and Influence People, this book is full of
inventive ideas on how to make money through excellent
salesmanship, hard work, and resourcefulness. While some
of the ideas may seem quaint today-goat dairying,
manufacturing motor-driven chairs, and renting out billiard
tables to local establishments are among the money-making
ideas presented- the underlying fundamentals of business
explained in these pages remain as solid as they were over
seventy years ago. Covering a wide spectrum of topics
including investing, marketing, merchandising, sales,
customer relations, and raising money for charity, One
Thousand Ways to Make $1000 is both a durable, classic
business book and a fascinating portrait of determined
entrepreneurship in Depression-era America. Every effort has
been made to reproduce the content exactly as it was
originally presented.
Focusing on the investment rules that made Warren Buffett a
master investor, the author shows readers how to stop losing
money, choose stocks wisely, and be greedy while others are
fearful, and vice versa. 25,000 first printing.
In Warren Buffett: Inside the Ultimate Money Mind, Hagstrom
breaks new ground with a deep analysis of Buffett’s essential
wisdom, an intricate mosaic of wide-ranging ideas and
insights that Buffett calls a Money Mind. What exactly is a
Money Mind? At one level, it’s a way of thinking about major
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financial issues such as capital allocation. At another level, it
summarizes an overall mindset for successfully investing in
today’s fast-paced stock market, a mindset that depends on
a commitment to learning, adapting, and facing down
irrelevant noise. This is not a method book. It is a thinking
book. Warren Buffett: Inside the Ultimate Money Mind
explains the philosophies of self-reliance, stoicism,
rationalism, and pragmatism and their contributions to making
intelligent investment decisions. It also outlines the evolution
of value investing, discusses how to develop a business-
driven investing mindset, and describes the defining traits of
successful active management. Lastly, it examines the
surprising aspects of a Money Mind – sportsman, teacher,
and artist. In short, Warren Buffett: Inside the Ultimate Money
Mind helps readers understand the building blocks that go
into making a Money Mind so they can begin to incorporate
its principles in the service to a life of value. Testimonials “An
erudite masterpiece...” –Lawrence A. Cunningham, author;
professor and director, Quality Shareholders Initiative,
George Washington University “It’s another must-read...”
–Bethany McLean, journalist and Contributing Editor, Vanity
Fair, author, Saudi America and co-author The Smartest
Guys in the Room “Pure Genius! This is a game changer in
investment books...” –Robert P. Miles, author; Executive in
Residence, University of Nebraska at Omaha, Executive MBA
Program, "The Genius of Warren Buffett" “Effervescence and
thoughtful analysis of Buffett’s life and work...” –Tom
Gayner, Co-chief Executive Officer, Markel Corporation
“Hagstrom’s books always enable readers to think about the
world in new ways...” –Tren Griffin, author, Charlie Munger:
The Complete Investor
Since its hardcover publication in August of 1995, Buffett has
appeared on the Wall Street Journal, New York Times, San
Francisco Chronicle, Los Angeles Times, Seattle Times,
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Newsday and Business Week bestseller lists. Starting from
scratch, simply by picking stocks and companies for
investment, Warren Buffett amassed one of the epochal
fortunes of the twentieth century—an astounding net worth of
$10 billion, and counting. His awesome investment record
has made him a cult figure popularly known for his seeming
contradictions: a billionaire who has a modest lifestyle, a
phenomenally successful investor who eschews the revolving-
door trading of modern Wall Street, a brilliant dealmaker who
cultivates a homespun aura. Journalist Roger Lowenstein
draws on three years of unprecedented access to Buffett’s
family, friends, and colleagues to provide the first definitive,
inside account of the life and career of this American original.
Buffett explains Buffett’s investment strategy—a long-term
philosophy grounded in buying stock in companies that are
undervalued on the market and hanging on until their worth
invariably surfaces—and shows how it is a reflection of his
inner self.
Shortlisted for the Financial Times and Goldman Sachs
Business Book of the Year Prize 2008 The Snowball is the
first and will be the only biography of the world's richest man,
Warren Buffett, written with his full cooperation and
collaboration. Combining a unique blend of "The Sage of
Omaha's" business savvy, life story and philosophy, The
Snowball is essential reading for anyone wishing to discover
and replicate the secrets of his business and life success.
Warren Buffett is arguably the world's greatest investor. Even
as a child he was fascinated by the concept of risk and
probability, setting up his first business at the age of six. In
1964 he bought struggling Massachusetts textile firm
Berkshire Hathaway and grew it to be the 12th largest
corporation in the US purely through the exercise of sound
investing principles - a feat never equalled in the annals of
business. Despite an estimated net worth of around US$62
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billion, Buffett leads an intriguingly frugal life taking home a
salary of only £50,000 a year. His only indulgence is a private
jet, an extravagance he wryly acknowledges by calling it "The
Indefensible". In 2006, he made the largest charitable
donation on record, with most of it going to the Bill & Melinda
Gates Foundation. The Snowball provides a comprehensive,
richly detailed insight one of the world's most extraordinary
and much loved public figures.
Since the 1950s, Warren Buffett and his partners
have backed some of the twentieth century's most
profitable, trendsetting companies. But how did they
know they were making the right investments? What
did Buffet and his partners look for in an up-and-
coming company, and how can others replicate their
approach? A gift to Buffett followers who have long
sought a pattern to the investor's success, Inside the
Investments of Warren Buffett presents the most
detailed analysis to date of Buffet's long-term
investment portfolio. Yefei Lu, an experienced
investor, starts with Buffett's interest in the Sanborn
Map Company in 1958 and tracks nineteen more of
his major investments in companies like See's
Candies, the Washington Post, GEICO, Coca-Cola,
US Air, Wells Fargo, and IBM. Accessing partnership
letters, company documents, annual reports, third-
party references, and other original sources, Lu
pinpoints what is unique about Buffett's timing,
instinct, use of outside knowledge, and
postinvestment actions, and he identifies what could
work well for all investors in companies big and
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small, domestic and global. His substantial
chronology accounts for broader world events and
fluctuations in the U.S. stock market, suggesting
Buffett's most important trait may be the breadth of
his expertise.
The Warren Buffett Way provided the first look into
the strategies that the master uses to pick stocks. A
New York Times bestseller, it is a valuable and
practical primer on the principles behind the
remarkable investment run of the famed oracle of
Omaha. In this much-awaited companion to that
book, author Robert Hagstrom takes the next logical
step, revealing how to profitably manage stocks
once you select them. THE WARREN BUFFETT
PORTFOLIO will help you through the process of
building a superior portfolio and managing the stocks
going forward. Building a concentrated portfolio is
critical for investment success. THE WARREN
BUFFETT PORTFOLIO introduces the next wave of
investment strategy, called focus investing. A
comprehensive investment strategy used with
spectacular results by Buffett, focus investing directs
investors to select a concentrated group of
businesses by examining their management and
financial positions as compared to their stock prices.
A strategy that has historically outperformed the
market, focus investing is based on the principle that
a shareholder's return from owning a stock is
ultimately determined by the economics of the
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underlying business. Hagstrom explains in easy-to-
understand terms exactly what focus investing is,
how it works, and how it can be applied by any
investor at any level of experience. He demonstrates
how Buffett arranges his stocks in a focus portfolio
and reveals why this is as responsible for his
incredible returns as the individual stocks he picks.
Ultimately, Hagstrom shows how to use this
technique to build and manage a portfolio to achieve
the best possible results.
As in previous editions of The Essays of Warren
Buffett, this one retains the architecture and
philosophy of the original edition but adds selections
from Warren Buffett's most recent annual
shareholder letters. All the letters are woven together
into a fabric that reads as a complete and coherent
narrative of a sound business and investment
philosophy. As an aid to all readers, and to enable
readers of the previous editions to see what is new
in this one, a disposition table at the end of the book
shows the various places in this collection where
selections from each year's letter appear. Footnotes
throughout indicate the year of the annual report
from which essays are taken. To avoid interrupting
the narrative flow, omissions of text within excerpts
are not indicated by ellipses or other punctuation.
This new edition is called for not because anything
has changed about the fundamentals of Buffett's
sound business and investment philosophy but
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because articulation of that philosophy is always
delivered in the context of contemporary events and
business conditions so periodic updating is
warranted to maintain its currency
Investingisn’t a man’s world anymore—and the
provocative and enlightening WarrenBuffett Invests
Like a Girl shows why that’s a good thing for Wall
Street,the global financial system, and your own
personal portfolio. An indispensiblenew volume from
the multimedia financial education company Motley
Fool, WarrenBuffett Invests Like a Girl offers
essential advice for every investorhoping to turn
today’s savings into wealth for a better tomorrow.
An entertaining and inspiring account of conquering
the fear of rejection, offering a completely new
perspective on how to turn a no into a yes. Jia Jiang
came to the United States with the dream of being
the next Bill Gates. But despite early success in the
corporate world, his first attempt to pursue his
entrepreneurial dream ended in rejection. Jia was
crushed, and spiraled into a period of deep self
doubt. But he realized that his fear of rejection was a
bigger obstacle than any single rejection would ever
be, and he needed to find a way to cope with being
told no without letting it destroy him. Thus was born
his "100 days of rejection" experiment, during which
he willfully sought rejection on a daily basis--from
requesting a lesson in sales from a car salesman
(no) to asking a flight attendant if he could make an
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announcement on the loud speaker (yes) to his
famous request to get Krispy Kreme doughnuts in
the shape of Olympic rings (yes, with a viral video to
prove it). Jia learned that even the most
preposterous wish may be granted if you ask in the
right way, and shares the secret of successful
asking, how to pick targets, and how to tell when an
initial no can be converted into something positive.
But more important, he learned techniques for
steeling himself against rejection and ways to
develop his own confidence--a plan that can't be
derailed by a single setback. Filled with great stories
and valuable insight, Rejection Proof is a fun and
thoughtful examination of how to overcome fear and
dare to live more boldly.
"Trading is notoriously tough. But Altucher's new
book adds anoteworthy addition to the library on
Warren Buffett. He shows alot of Buffett that isn't
readily available in the existing commonliterature.
Definitely required reading for any serious
Buffettbuff." -Kenneth L. Fisher, Forbes' "Portfolio
Strategy" Columnist Founderand CEO, Fisher
Investments "Finally, someone blows apart the myth
that Warren Buffett is abuy-and-hold investor.
Altucher has given us an insightful andwell-written
commentary on how Buffett has amassed his
trackrecord, and what we can do to emulate him. He
details thetrade-by-trade examples. This is a must
read for anyone wanting tolearn about how the
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Master Investor works." -John Mauldin, author, Bull's
Eye Investing editor of Thoughts fromthe Frontline
(www.2000wave.com) While Warren Buffett is
considered the "world's greatest valueinvestor,"
there's another side to Buffett that is rarely
talkedabout. Although Buffett has gained recognition
for his valueinvesting approach to the markets, the
fact is that nobody-over thepast fifty years-has
traded and invested with a more diverse groupof
strategies than Buffett. Trade Like Warren Buffett
challenges the current coverage of thisgreat investor
by including details of all of Buffett's investingand
trading methods, including mean reversion,
commodities, bonds,arbitrage, market timing, funds,
as well as Graham-Dodd. To augmentthe discussion
of each strategy, Trade Like Warren Buffett
alsoincludes interviews with leading financial
professionals, whoreveal in detail how they've
successfully used the sametechniques. There is no
one way to sum up Warren Buffett's investment
style.But if you're interested in boosting the
performance of yourportfolio, Trade Like Warren
Buffett can show you how.
'The best business book I've ever read.' Bill Gates,
Wall Street Journal 'The Michael Lewis of his day.'
New York Times What do the $350 million Ford
Motor Company disaster known as the Edsel, the
fast and incredible rise of Xerox, and the
unbelievable scandals at General Electric and Texas
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Gulf Sulphur have in common? Each is an example
of how an iconic company was defined by a
particular moment of fame or notoriety. These
notable and fascinating accounts are as relevant
today to understanding the intricacies of corporate
life as they were when the events happened. Stories
about Wall Street are infused with drama and
adventure and reveal the machinations and volatile
nature of the world of finance. John Brooks's
insightful reportage is so full of personality and
critical detail that whether he is looking at the
astounding market crash of 1962, the collapse of a
well-known brokerage firm, or the bold attempt by
American bankers to save the British pound, one
gets the sense that history really does repeat itself.
This business classic written by longtime New
Yorker contributor John Brooks is an insightful and
engaging look into corporate and financial life in
America.
Warren Buffett's Stock Portfoliois the first book to
take readers deep into Warren Buffett's investment
portfolio. Each of Buffett's current stock investments
is analyzed in detail with information as to why
Buffett found these attractive businesses and how he
determined that they are good long-term
investments. Each company will analyzed using the
criteria outlined in Buffettologyand Warren Buffett
and the Interpretation of Financial Statements. The
reader can then apply these techniques to a variety
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of other stocks and see if they meet Buffett's criteria.
Although information about Warren Buffett's stock
portfolio is available on-line, it is merely listings of
the stocks Warren owns. No one else explains the
criteria Warren uses to determine how and when to
buy and sell. In addition this book will include stocks
that are too new to be on-line. The authors will also
look at a few top-performing stocks that Warren has
sold in the last ten years.
Applied Psychology: Making Your Own World
author: Warren Hilton The other aspect of the Sense-
Perceptive Process has to do with the mental
interpretation of environment. Both these aspects
are distinctly practical. You should know something
of the weaknesses and deficiencies of the sense-
perceptive organs, because all your efforts at
influencing other men are directed at their organs of
sense. You should understand the relationship
between your mind and your environment, since they
are the two principal factors in your working life. We
are delighted to publish this classic book as part of
our extensive Classic Library collection. Many of the
books in our collection have been out of print for
decades, and therefore have not been accessible to
the general public. The aim of our publishing
program is to facilitate rapid access to this vast
reservoir of literature, and our view is that this is a
significant literary work, which deserves to be
brought back into print after many decades. The
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contents of the vast majority of titles in the Classic
Library have been scanned from the original works.
To ensure a high quality product, each title has been
meticulously hand curated by our staff. Our
philosophy has been guided by a desire to provide
the reader with a book that is as close as possible to
ownership of the original work. We hope that you will
enjoy this wonderful classic work, and that for you it
becomes an enriching experience.
It takes 20 years to build a reputation and five
minutes to ruin it. If you think about that, you'll do
things differently. Losers leave the field after failing.
Winners keep failing until they achieve success.
Warren Buffet keeps looking for persons who are
self motivated. He says, "Even if I don't get any
money, I and Charlie would be quite happy with our
wonderful job”.
From composer, musician, philanthropist--and son of
Warren Buffett--comes a warm, wise, and
inspirational book that expounds on the strong set of
values given to him by his trusting and broadminded
mother, his industrious and talented father, and the
many life teachers he has met along the way.
Human chemistry is the study of bond-forming and
bond-breaking reactions between people and the
structures they form. People often speak of having
either good or bad chemistry together: whereby,
according to consensus, the phenomenon of love is
a chemical reaction. The new science of human
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chemistry is the study of these reactions. Historically,
human chemistry was founded with the 1809
publication of the classic novella Elective Affinities,
by German polymath Johann von Goethe, a
chemical treatise on the origin of love. Goethe based
his human chemistry on Swedish chemist Torbern
Bergman's 1775 chemistry textbook A Dissertation
on Elective Attractions, which itself was founded on
Isaac Newton's 1687 supposition that the cause of
chemical phenomena may 'all depend upon certain
forces by which the particles of bodies, by some
causes hitherto unknown, are either mutually
impelled towards each other, and cohere in regular
figures, or are repelled and recede from one
another'; which thus defines life.
Warren Buffett built Berkshire Hathaway into
something remarkable— and Fortune journalist Carol
Loomis had a front-row seat for it all. When Carol
Loomis first mentioned a little-known Omaha hedge
fund manager in a 1966 Fortune article, she didn’t
dream that Warren Buffett would one day be
considered the world’s greatest investor—nor that
she and Buffett would quickly become close
personal friends. As Buffett’s fortune and reputation
grew over time, Loomis used her unique insight into
Buffett’s thinking to chronicle his work for Fortune,
writing and proposing scores of stories that tracked
his many accomplishments—and also his occasional
mistakes. Now Loomis has collected and updated
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the best Buffett articles Fortune published between
1966 and 2012, including thirteen cover stories and
a dozen pieces authored by Buffett himself. Loomis
has provided commentary about each major article
that supplies context and her own informed point of
view. Readers will gain fresh insights into Buffett’s
investment strategies and his thinking on
management, philanthropy, public policy, and even
parenting. Some of the highlights include: The 1966
A. W. Jones story in which Fortune first mentioned
Buffett. The first piece Buffett wrote for the
magazine, 1977’s “How Inf lation Swindles the
Equity Investor.” Andrew Tobias’s 1983 article
“Letters from Chairman Buffett,” the first review of
his Berkshire Hathaway shareholder letters.
Buffett’s stunningly prescient 2003 piece about
derivatives, “Avoiding a Mega-Catastrophe.” His
unconventional thoughts on inheritance and
philanthropy, including his intention to leave his kids
“enough money so they would feel they could do
anything, but not so much that they could do
nothing.” Bill Gates’s 1996 article describing his
early impressions of Buffett as they struck up their
close friendship. Scores of Buffett books have been
written, but none can claim this work’s combination
of trust between two friends, the writer’s deep
understanding of Buffett’s world, and a very long-
term perspective.
The author weaves pearls of wisdom from Warren
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Buffet into an engaging narrative, organized into
business and management topics, in a book that
provides direct hands-on information for
entrepreneurs, business students and more.
In this third volume of The Deals of Warren Buffett,
we trace Warren Buffett's journey as he made
Berkshire Hathaway the largest company in
America. When we left Buffett at the end of Volume
2, he had reached a fortune of $1bn. In this
enthralling next instalment, we follow Buffett's
investment deals over the decade from 1989 to
1998, as Berkshire shares jumped 14-fold from
$4,700 to $68,000 and its market cap grew from
$5bn to $100bn. This was a period of Buffett’s
career when he was approaching normal retirement
age. But far from slowing down, he was just hitting
his stride. Buffett was as driven as ever to seek out
great companies at good prices. By studying the
decision-making that went into his investment deals,
and the successful and unsuccessful outcomes, we
can learn from Buffett and become better investors
ourselves. In this decade, Buffett made investments
in the following companies: Wells Fargo, USAir,
American Express, The Shoe Group, Helzberg
Diamond Shops, RC Willey, FlightSafety
International, Dairy Queen, NetJets, and General
Re. For each of these deals, investing expert and
Buffett historian Glen Arnold dives into
unprecedented detail to analyse the investment
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process and the stories of the individuals involved.
Arnold's engaging, lucid style transports the reader
to the time and place of the deals, to truly appreciate
how Buffett was operating. With stories and analysis
drawn from decades of investing experience, join
Glen Arnold and delve deeper into The Deals of
Warren Buffett!
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